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System components
The system has 2 measuring heads which are 
almost the same:

− The reference station(base receiver) is 
mounted on a tripod and is standing on 
the same place within the whole 
measurement.

− The rover and the tablet PC are 
mounted on the measuring bar. There 
are 2 choices for the connection 
between them: USB-cable or Bluetooth.

While the system is in measuring mode, only the 
measuring bar with it's components (rover head 
and tablet PC) will be carried around.
Rover and reference station are communicating 
over a radio modem.

Reference station (base) on the tripod and rover on the right side

Satellites
Reference station and rover receives the waves from the satellites. The Dual satellite system 
receives data from American GPS satellites as well as Russian Glonass satellites. In january 2013  
it was possible to receive 32 GPS- and 24 Glonass 
satellites. The orbit is 20.000km above ground. The time 
span for one rotation in their track is nearly 12 hours. 
Under good conditions the system works with up to 17 
satellites. But Satellite waves are noisy and has 
athmospheric delays.

Correction data
To compensate errors it's necessary to use a reference 
station. Data from the reference station and rover will be 
combined using a mathematical algorithm.
ETieVe  RTK dual satellite system has an engine which 
calculates a precise position with an accuracy of 1 cm. 
The system is so accurate because of the small distances 
(=baseline) between reference station and the rover. 
Normally we have a baseline of a few hundred meters. If 
the baseline grows, the results gets more imprecise. The 
degradation is around 2mm/km.

in case of a nearby reference station the precisision is more than 100x higher
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Safety instructions

Assembling the reference station
If the tripod is not enough opened, the reference station may turn over 
because of strong wind or persons who strikes again the tripod. 
Please notice that wind gusts near houses can be higher than in open 
fields. It's better to fix the tripod with it's bolts in ground than to put it 
on asphalt.

Rover

Be careful if you lean the rover on walls, fences and so on...
If the user bends down and the rover with it's measuring bar 
turns over the user can be hurted.

Rover transportation

If the rover measuring head is not 
screwed off from the measuring bar while 
transportation, the bolt of the measuring 
bar faces upwards because of it's weight. 
This situation can be dangerous. 
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Bringing the measuring system into service

Remove accumulator from reference station 
and rover
Open the cover on the bottom side of the measuring head 
with the screws and take out the accumulator. The lithium-
polymer accumulator has to be loaded with the ETieVe 
battery charger. Don't use any other battery charger!

Mounting reference station measuring head
The unit is screwed with a 5/8“ thread (standard surveying) 
on the tripod

Mounting rover measuring head
The unit is also screwed with a 5/8“ thread (standard 
surveying) on the measuring bar

Mounting tablet PC
The tablet-PC is clipped within a double rubber-ball fastener 
on the measuring bar.
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Press here to open the connection again

USB cable
The rover measuring head has a mini-USB connector. Fix 
the waterproof connector in it. On the other side the cable 
has to be fixed in the upper USB connector of the tablet PC.
If the system uses Bluetooth, there is no USB cable

Tablet PC

Keyboard function

Tablet PC option page with controls for 
accumulator capacity, loudspeaker, display 
brightness, Bluetooth properties, wlan
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Start surveying

Location of the reference station
For successful surveying the reference station has to be located on a place under open sky. Select 
a place without nearby obstructions like houses or trees. 
Dry ground is better than wet asphalt.
Avoid nearby cars. Especially driving cars has many error sources. Try to keep the reference 
station at least 20m away from the driving lane.
Glass and aluminium surfaces are reflecting satellite waves.
Confier trees stops the signal, deciduous trees degrade the signal. 

Well situated reference station. Even if an open 
countryside is the best location this place near the 
parking area is OK!

Bad situation: Reference Bad situation: Reference Bad situation: Reference
station near trees station beside glass front station near traffic lane
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Mounting of the external radio antenna on the reference station

The radiomodem which is inside the measuring 
head, always sends correction data to the rover.

The external antenna should be mounted with a 
distance of 70cm from the top of the measuring 
head, so that the radio waves don't disturbe the 
GPS-antenna which is on the top of the head. 

Mounting the radio antenna on the rover

The rover radio antenna is screwed 
directly on the rover measuring head. This 
is an antenna which is always receiving 
data from the reference station. While it's 
only receiving data, there is no disturbance 
to the built in GPS-antenna and we can 
mount it directly on the measuring head.
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System startup
1) Switch on the measuring head

2) Switch on the tablet PC with the left sided button

3) Wait until operating system is running

4) Start ETieVe. There's a symbol on the desktop

5) Select new project or load 
an existing project. 

6) Choose ETieVe-RTK from the menu plus. The measuring window will 
be opened. If there is an error message while the window is opening, 
please read the chapter troubleshooting, serial ports(COM).

7) Press the button start. The title bar of the window 
shows the state. If the system stops at state 1 or 2, 
there is a problem with the serial ports. Read chapter 
troubleshooting, serial ports(COM). If the system 
stops at state 5 for a longer time(>10 seconds) then 
check if the reference station and the rover are 
running. The state is arising until 100. Then the title 
bar shows „waiting for satellites“ and after a while 
„waiting for initialization“. 

8)

The system state counter at the title bar rises up until 100
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The received satellites will be shown in the table. Watch 
the yellow rectangle on the right side …

 … until the rectangle becomes it's green color. This will 
need around 150 seconds if the system wasn't working for 
the last three hours. In this interval the elliptical curves will 
be received. If the color of the rectangle switches to green, 
then the system is ready for initialization.
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Initialization
It's necessary to initialize the system after starting up. At initialization the measuring system has to 
find out the rovers position within an accuracy of a few cm. After the initialization the system is in 
measuring mode and shows it's precise position. The system needs at least 5 satellites and 4 of 
them should be from GPS. If the initialization was bad than make another initialization. It's better to 
try another initialization than to measure with a bad initializated system!

Initialization near reference station
This is the easiest way to get 
initialized. The rover will be 
leaned on the reference 
station. Keep unmoved while 
initializion. Press the button 
rover at base. The 
initialization will be done in 3-
20 seconds. After initialization the system switches 
automatically into the measuring mode. If it needs much 
longer than 10 seconds, than you should know that at this 
place we have troubles with receiption of satellite waves or 
with the radio modem. If initialization is not possible or the 
measuring system often falls out of initialization after a short 
time, maybe it makes sense to look for a better location of the 
reference station. 

Initialization at a known position
This is a position which was 
measured before. Choose a 
measuring point from the list. 
The point will be marked red 
in the plan. Press the button 
meas.pt. and keep unmoved. 
The initialization will be done in 3-20seconds. After 
initialization the system switches automatically into the 
measuring mode. If initialization is not possible on this point, 
maybe there are not enough satellites with good signal this 
time on that place or the measuring point wasn't measured 
precise or the wrong measuring point was choosen from the 
list.
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OTF-initialization(On The Fly)
The OTF initialization has to be used if the rover is 
far from the reference station or there's no direct 
way to go to the reference station. For the OTF 
initialization it's very important to have the 
reference station and also the rover on a place with 
open sky. If not, the initialization can take a long 
time or doesn't work at all. 

It is always good to work with a receiver that is 
running for 10 minutes or more if you use the OTF 
Initialization. Cold receivers have not this precision 
than a warmed up receiver has. This is important 
when we are using OTF

Double saved OTF (OTF<600m)

If the baseline (rover – reference station) is shorter than 
1000m, we normally use the double saved OTF .
The systems runs two initializations which should have 
the same results. If the quality of OTF is OK, then the 
system switches automatically to measuring mode.

OTF is running

The OTF needs around 8 … 90 seconds. If it doesn't 
work, then check your position. Maybe the rover or base 
is too closed to a house or a tree. It's always good to be 
15-20m far from them.

Static Initialization
If the rover to base distance is more than 1000m it's 
better to work with static OTF. In this case the rover 
must not be moved during the initialization.

It will take around 3 … 10 minutes until the OTF is 
finished
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How many satellites do we need for the OTF initialization
For short baselines with a maximum of 500m we need 9 GPS satellites or a combination of 10 
GPS+Glonass satellites. But it's better to have more satellites in view.

Longer baselines
We need 10 GPS+Glonass satellites. But, of course it's better to have more satellites in view.

What is the maximum distance for the built in radio modem
All our systems will be testet before we provide them. In our tests we have an testing area with a 
house of a height of 8m. The reference station is on the one side and the rover works on the other 
side of the house with a distance of 300-500m far from the reference station.
If there is a line of sight between rover and base then the baseline could have a length of more 
than 1km. But in this case it's good to place the reference station on the top of a small hill to 
provide a baseline of 1-2km.

Baseline length
The longer the baseline is, we have to be more careful to find the position for base and rover. Often 
it is helpful to walk a few steps into the meadow or terrain beside, to have better conditions for 
initialization, because maybe a wet street is very reflective for GPS-signals.
It's much easier to initialize the system with shorter baselines below 300m. With this shorter 
baselines the system always can handle a disturbance in the GPS-signal much better.

The reference station is placed 30m far from
the national highway on top of a small hill with

a height of only 1,5m. 
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Troubleshooting for OTF-initialization
If the initialization takes much more time than it's explained in the chapters before or the 
initialization doesn't work at all, we should find out what is the reason for it:

− The baseline is much longer than 600m, but you are working with OTF<600m.
− Bad radio connection: The rover gets no reference data from the reference station 

because the distance is high or buildings are between. But it's also possible that there is e 
a local disturbance at the same frequency we use for the radio.

− Nearby Buildings, trees or other barriers avoid the direct line of sight from a few satellites to 
the measuring head

− less satellites (<10 satellites)
− Motor vehicles are driving near the rover or base. It's always good to have a distance of 20-

30m from a street while the OTF initialization is running.
− Disturbance in GPS-signals: This may come from a high voltage powerline. In this case the 

base station has to placed 100m far from the powerline. Aerial lines of trains are also 
producing this disturbance. Sometimes the disturbance in GPS-signals comes from nearby 
car workshops.

− The exernal radio antenna of the base station should be mounted 70cm far from the 
measuring head.

− The position of the satellites is bad. We can see that in the skyplot. That means that all the 
satellites are in a small area of the sky or GPS-satellites are situated in one line on the sky.

− Quality of ground situations:
− snow and ice 5 … bad ground, many signal reflections
− wet asphalt 5
− dry asphalt 3-4
− quarry, big stones 3-4
− wet gravel road 3
− wet meadow 2-3
− dry gravel road 2
− dry meadow 1 … good ground

If no reason can be found why OTF is not working, try it again. Maybe the system has to be started 
again.
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User coordinate system
The user coordinate system is adjusted in option → measurement. If the right coordinate system is 
selected, then northing of the system agrees with the map. The 1 point adjustment is the 
standard adjustment and will be done directly after the first initialization.

1 point adjustment
Press the button „1“ and walk to a point 
where it's position is known.
Select X=? Y=? Z=? from the left upper 
box. Three fields for coordinates X, Y and Z 
are shown.
If you want to make a measurement that 
confirms to the country specific coordinate 
system then put in the coordinates of the 
known point. You can also let this position at 
X=0 Y=0 Z=0 and transform the 
measurement later to the required 
coordinate system, or the position is 
selected from an existing point of the 
list(upper left box).
After defining the values for X, Y and Z the 
known position has to be measured. Walk to 
the known point, be unmoved and press the 
button measure now. After the measurement is done, press OK.
The system now shows the country specific coordinates on the measure page.

Adjustments for the 1st measuring point

After the coordinates are defined, press OK.

The position can be measured now. When the process is 
finished the window will be closed and the user defined 
coordinate system will be activated!

It's also possible to press the button „measuring ...“ again to 
finish the measurement manually
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2 point adjustment
This includes also angle adjustment for an „user defined coordinate system“.
First you have to process the same way as before with 1 point adjustment. After the 1 point 
adjustment is done, press the button „2“. The same window as before is opened and you can 
define and measure a 2nd point. It's all the same like 1 point adjustment. After the measurement is 
finished and the window is closed. This point will be used to adjust the angle of an „user defined 
coordinate system“.

User defined coordinates 
system from 2 points

Put in the 1st measuring point position and measure it the same 
way as it is described in the chapter before
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Put in the 2nd measuring point position. You don't need to 
specify the height because this point will be used for angle 
adjustment only
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Measuring mode
After the the system has switched into the measuring mode, 
the display shows the rovers position related to the 
reference station.

Switch this box on/off if you don't want that the
graphical view is following the measured position

Name: The number will be arising one by one every point is 
measured. It's possible to name the point however you 
want, but consider that there are no points in the project 
with the same name!
Code: Additional information for measuring points. For 
example „mh“ for manhole, „lm“ for landmark and so on.

Accuracy in cm

view while measuring a point

Used Satellites for the measurement

default view in measuring mode

Reinitializing the system
After the system has lost it's initialization, it's necessary to initialize 
the system again. If the conditions are bad or there are athmospheric 
errors it also happens that an messagebox will be shown. In this 
case the system coordinates should be checked for plausibility.

For example: Check it at a measured point. If the coordinates are close together within <10cm the 
system still works well and an intitialization is not required.

If the surveyor works with an „user defined coordinate system“ the adjustments don't get lost. After 
the reinitialization the system works again in the „user defined coordinate system“.
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Measuring points
Watch the surveyors level, be unmoved and press the button measure. The 
button became yellow while measuring and counts the seconds. If the 
measuring point has the adjusted accuracy (default: 3cm, see chapter 
adjustments), points measuring will be finished. If the accuracy reaches not the 
adjusted value than press the yellow button again. Then measuring of this point 
will be finished manually. 

Walk to the next positon where to measure and replay 
the process …

press the measure button again to finish the point  
manually

Measuring polygons and polylines
To measure closed polygons use the code field:
If the code starts with „PG“ then a polygon will be created where the following measuring points are 
connected with lines. The last point of the polygon will be connected with the first point.
Examples: „PGEXCAVATION“,  „PGHOUSE“, ...

closed polygon measured with 
code“PGexcavation“

If the code starts with „PL...“ then a polyline will be created where the following points are 
connected with lines. The polyline keeps open.
Examples: „PLSTREETL“, „PLSTREETR“, ...

polyline measured with code „Plsidewalk“

If the user chooses a new polygon/polyline the new 
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points will be collected to this polygon/polyline. If the users chooses an existing polygon/polyline 
the new points will be appended to this existing  polygon/polyline.
Measuring points with no code or with a code other than PG... or PL... are free points and doesn't 
belong to an object automatically. But it's possible to correct the adjustments later in the office.

Measuring a rectangular chamber with 5 points

If code starts with „PR...“, than a polygon from the next 
four mesured points will be created. 

Point 1-4 has to be on the corners of the nearly rectangle 
chamber. The 5th measured point will be used to calculate the 
depth of the chamber. But the 5th point has to be measured 
inside of the polypon!

The rectangular chamber will be shown, after the 5th point is  
measured, in the Polygon-window.
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Show the report of the rectangular chamber

Measuring ditches and pipes

It's possible to measure directly a ditch 
when the following adjustments are used:

PL + width(cm) + depth(cm)

Using this code the ditch report 
automatically will be created
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The ditch values for width and length will be shown in the 
polygon window

The report for the 
polygons
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Indirect measurement

There are 3 kinds of indirect measurement

Excentric measurement
Use a measuring tape with a length of 2...5m on the bottom. One 
side is close to the point you want to measure. Make the 1st 
measurement at the other end of the tape. After it, the tape will be 
layed to the point (x) but from an other direction. Now measure the 

2nd point.

Measuring corners of a house
A corner can be measured with 3 or 4 points. This depends from 
the angle of the corner. If there's a rectangular corner (90°) then 
use 3 points. In every other case we need 4 points.
Point 1 has to be around 7...10m far from the house. The points 2 

and 3 should be more closed to the building (2...3m). If we have not a rectangular corner we also 
have to measure point 4 with an distance of 7...10m from the house.

Extended points measuring
Use a measuring tape with a length of 2...5m on the bottom. One 
side is close to the point you want to measure. Make the 1st 
measurement around 5m in the extended direction of the tape. The 
2nd measurement will be done at the end of the tape.
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Projects with many measuring points

Measured project with some polylines 
and polygons

View with rounded contour lines and 
triangulation 

Rendered view 
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Searching points and staking-out
Be careful when staking-out! Created points have to be verified after staking-out.
The points for staking-out must be created with the software as a polygon or as a single measiring 
point before they can be selected from the list. If there are many points in the project it's an 
advantage to have specified the code for measuring points. The right sided box allows to filter out 
the points by code or by polygon. If a point is selected, then an arrow shows it's position while the 
system is in measuring mode. The arrow shows the position correct, if the user looks straightly to 
north. The arrows position is smoothed.

If the filter is used it's easier to find 
some points of a special polygon or 
points with a defined code in the list

The second search method provides the distance left or to the right from a polygon line. Be sure 
that the polygon is created before you can select it. The arrow shows the position correct, if the 
user looks straightly to north.
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Checking the height of a net
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Stop measuring
Before rover and reference station will be switched off press the button end. The system 
processes a shutdown program and gives a message. Switch off rover and reference station.

Satellite view
To see the satellite constellation watch the satellite view. On the top of the view is north. Red 
satellites are from Glonass, blue satellites are from GPS. The system needs at least 5 satellites 
and 4 of them should be from GPS. If the system is initialized, it's possible to measure for a short 
time with 4 satellites. Satellites waves which are reflected from houses cannot be used for 
measurements even if they are shown in the satellites view. Satellites behind trees can be used 
partially. Satellites have to be received both from the reference station as also from the rover at the 
same time for successful processing.

Satellite skyplot. On the top is northern. Red satellites 
are from Glonass and blue are from GPS
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Options

Serial port adjustments
The measuring system works with 2 serial ports. One 
for the rover and one for the radio modem to receive 
data from the reference station(base). 
If the measuring head has an USB connector, the USB 
signal will be converted into 2 serial ports inside the 
rover.
If the measuring head has no USB connector, there 
are 2 bluetooth modules inside the rover.
Press COM? to find out which com port can be used 
for rover and reference station. But don't try it if the 
system works! For further details read chapter 
troubleshooting.

Satellites above horizon
This specifies the min. elevation of the satellites. 0° 
means that satellite is exactly at the horizon. 90° 
means that the satellite is vertical above the 
measuring location. Satellites which are lower than 
10° often are affected from errors. To find out how 
many satellites are low, use the sat view.

Measuring safeness
For how many percent you want to be sure that the 
below adjusted accuracy will be correct.
If accuracy is set to 3,0cm and 95% is selected 
would mean: If there were made 20 measurements, 
one of it is out of the specified 3,0cm. The highest 
safeness is 99,73%. The measuring duration will be longer if the safeness is high.

Correcition data
Extrapolation for reference data is always on. Switch it off only for tests.

Coordinate system
Choose the national coordinate system of the country. This is important because the direction of 
North in the plan is calculated from it

Automatically finish when accuracy <= ...cm
If the system works in measuring mode, the points measurement will be finished each time the 
accuracy reaches the adjusted value. A small value results in a longer measuring time for the 
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points.
If auto. finish is turned off, points measurement must be finish manually by pressing the 
yellow colored measure button of the measure page.

Signal quality warning
The accuracy of the GPS-signal is checked every few seconds for it's quality. But if there is a local 
disturbance in signal this can require often a new initialization of the system. So sometimes it is 
better to switch it off in case of disturbances on site. If signal quality warning is off, the measuring 
points have to be checked manually.

Extended height and attitude detection
Checks the system for unallowed high motion of the rover. Default setting is off.

Raster
Background raster in the graphical view can be turned on/off.

Tripod and measuring bar height
Normally don't use it. It's only necessary if the length of the measuring bar is changed after 
initialization. For example a telescope bar to measure channels.

Base position
Normally don't use it because the location of the reference station is unknown. But if the location of 
the reference station is known put in the X, Y and Z coordinates. Then it's not necessary to work 
with „1“ or „2“ (adjustment of the user coordinate system). The measuring mode shows the real 
coordinates after initialization.

M-control
Settings for automatic operation

Measuring heads which are provided 
since august 2012 are ready to be used 
with 5Hz. With this option 
measurements will be done much faster.

With auto-OTF on the initialization will 
be started if it' required without pressing 
any button
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Diagnosis
This page is only used from service technicans.

Miscellaneous

Display while system is in measuring mode
Only light green satellites can be used for measurements. If there are less then 5 light green 
satellites for a longer time than 3 seconds, a message box for reinitializing will be shown. If the 
system works under open sky almost every satellite has to be light green otherwise the 
system has to be reinitialized! Dark green satellites has a cycle slip and will be adopted soon. Red 
satellites are reflected or affected satellite waves. Satellites with numbers from 1 … 32 are GPS, 
33 ...56 are Glonass satellites. In the left box above the active measuring accuracy is shown. In the 
right box the number of satellites for position calculation is shown.

How to create safed measuring points
If there are measured many points one after another and the last point is closed to the first, it's 
sure that all the points within the polygon are measured correct. We call that „safed points“. 
Normally the system brings an alarm if initialization gets lost. But sometimes the system cannot 
detect an error because of many reflections or other error sources. Than it's better to create „safed 
points“.

Loading the measuring head accumulator
The lithium-polymer accumulator has to be loaded with the ETieVe battery charger. The charge 
process stops if the accu is loaded full. Don't use any other battery charger!  Lithium-polymer 
accumulator will be get burning if you use the wrong battery charger.

If a 9.6V NiMH accumulator is in the measuring head, the delivered battery charger should be 
used. 

Measuring head display
After the measuring head is switched 
on, a hardware test is performed. After a 
few seconds the display changes to the 
measuring display.

Top left is the battery control: Battery 
voltage should not be below 7,2V if a 
Li-polymer accu is used. Standard working range(8.4 … 7.2V). If a 8 cell NiMH accu is used the 
voltage should not be below 9,2V. Standard working range(11.2 … 9.2V).
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Below the battery control the number of received satellites will be shown.

On the right upper side of the display the working mode is displayed:
− auto  (after startup)
− initR (receiver configuration)
− send (receiver sends data to tablet PC)

Troubleshooting

Serial ports(COM)
If the system has problems to connect to the reference station or to the rover then follow the steps 
below. After one step is done try to start the system again. If the startup process counts from 1 to 
100 and shows „waiting for satellites“ or „waiting for initialization“ the system works well. No further 
steps are to do!

− Check if rover and reference station both are switched on and has enough accu capacity. 
If capacity is below 7,2V the accu must be charged before working.

− Check if USB-cable is fixed on measuring head and on the upper right sided connector 
of the tablet PC. If the system has no USB cable and is a bluetooth version, this step is 
skipped.

− Start the whole system new: Turn off tablet PC, rover and reference station. Turn on tablet 
PC, rover and reference station again.

− If those steps doesn't succeed press COM? to find out which com port can be used for 
rover and reference station. Try starting again.

− Look for windows control panel → system → hardware manager. Are there 2 Com ports of 
the same type installed. If yes, you can select them manually at the option page.

− Install USB converter driver again. The Manhattan Dual USB serial driver is on CD and also 
installed in the ETieVe installation directory or in the root directory of the harddisk.
Driver Name: PL-2303 Driver Installer.exe

Disturbance of the GPS/Glonass signal
This may come from a high voltage powerline. Aerial lines of trains are also producing this 
disturbance. Sometimes the disturbance in GPS-signals comes from nearby car workshops or 
strong electrical motors or broken neon tubes.

Maybe it's not so easy to measure near those things. But it is very important to place the base 
station far from the disturbance surfaces. This means 100m or a few meters more. So the system 
works much better and often we can use the rover to measure near those objects because the 
base is well situated.

Some local disturbance source runs for a few minutes only. So maybe it's better near those 
things half an hour later and it works well!
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